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site.Â .ALEX KLOKKORPA and andrew james connor have been dating since
2009 ALEX KLOKKORPA and ANDREW JAMES CONNOR have a history going
back to 2009 The pair have now turned their romance into a relationship
Alex Klokkorp has not spoken to her alleged ex partner Andrew James
Connor publicly for a while, but the two have been in a relationship dating
back to at least 2009 according to their tweets. The news comes after Ben
Angoulvant posted an article naming Alex and Andrew as the actors who
play Wolfy and Co on the series. He also stated they will still be starring in
the thirteenth series in the same way Wolf and Co have appeared from
series one to twelve. The pair currently appear as Rory's twin brother Daniel
and Daniel's wife Amy, which sees Daniel come face to face with his brother
after the death of their father. Meanwhile Andrew has had a few roles in the
past, most recently appearing in an episode of W1A called 'The Parting Gift'.
Alex has been on-off with an ex-boyfriend Dan since the sixth series of So
You Think You Can Dance in 2010. Dan was born and raised in New Zealand,
but in the first series fell in love with the UK and decided to move there.
However the pair did not last long before they began dating. You can watch
some of the pair's steamy scenes in W1A below... Alex and Andrew have
been dating for a while now This news comes after it was revealed in an
interview Ben Angoulvant spoke about how the actors are getting on despite
being married and having children together. Ben said: "Andrew and Alex, it's
good. They've gone through a lot and it hasn't been an easy ride." "They're
realising that things don't always work out. They've had that, they've been
through the pain of that. I think they have a very clear picture of what their
future is. "They've been through a lot of stuff, relationship challenges and
they 6d1f23a050
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